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Mastering Markdown

Markdown is a lightweight and easy-to-use syntax for styling all forms of writing on the

GitHub platform.

What you will learn:

How the Markdown format makes styled collaborative editing easy

How Markdown differs from traditional formatting approaches

How to use Markdown to format text

How to leverage GitHub’s automatic Markdown rendering

How to apply GitHub’s unique Markdown extensions

What is Markdown?
Markdown is a way to style text on the web. You control the display of the document;

formatting words as bold or italic, adding images, and creating lists are just a few of the things

we can do with Markdown. Mostly, Markdown is just regular text with a few non-alphabetic

characters thrown in, like # or *.

You can use Markdown most places around GitHub:
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Gists

Comments in Issues and Pull Requests

Files with the .md or .markdown extension

For more information, see “Writing on GitHub” in the GitHub Help.

指南寫得很好，故不必畫蛇添足也。此處在 JupyterLab notebook 裡演示其範例，祇是給讀者

一個參考，什麼行或不行而已︰











比方說︰目前『表情符號』 emoji Not Working ，但或可借派生三的

carpedm20/emoji

emoji terminal output for Python

Emoji



Emoji for Python. This project was inspired by kyokomi.

程式庫

sudo pip3 install emoji

暫時補足︰

不過需要注意符號名稱之同與不同也。

Full Emoji List, v12.0

Index & Help | Images & Rights | Spec | Proposing Additions

This chart provides a list of the Unicode emoji characters and sequences, with images from

different vendors, CLDR name, date, source, and keywords. The ordering of the emoji and the

annotations are based on Unicode CLDR data. Emoji sequences have more than one code point

in the Code column. Recently-added emoji are marked by a ⊛ in the name and outlined images;

their images may show as a group with “…” before and after.

Emoji with skin-tones are not listed here: see Full Skin Tone List.



For counts of emoji, see Emoji Counts.

While these charts use a particular version of the Unicode Emoji data �les, the images and

format may be updated at any time. For any production usage, consult those data �les. For

information about the contents of each column, such as the CLDR Short Name, click on the

column header. For further information, see Index & Help.


